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ABSTRACT

This article describes the hegemony of postcolonial aesthetics, which is represented in illustration pictures in one of he educational tourist attractions in Yogyakarta, namely Taman Pintar, along with its causes. This study used a hermeneutic approach, with the researcher himself was as the main instrument. The analysis technique used was descriptive qualitative. The results of the analysis revealed some points. Firstly, the form of postcolonial aesthetic hegemony in illustration pictures of Taman Pintar was manifested by the use of images of the inventors of modern science. All of the inventors came from the West, and none of them came from the East. It resulted in the construction of discourse with a Western bias. This phenomenon is a kind of losing the battle in the cultural constellation that is not supposed to be transformed and internalized to young generation who will be the next generation of this country in the future. Secondly, this phenomenon of Western hegemony is caused mainly by the existence of the significant burden of Western post-colonialism syndrome faced by this nation, Indonesia.
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Introduction

Edu-park or educational park can be considered as a new form of tourist attractions that nowadays becoming one of the society’s favorites. This kind of tourist attraction is actually combining the concepts of tourism and education that is well known as educational tourism or edu-tourism (Matahir & Tang, 2017; Novelli & Burns, 2010; Ritchie, Carr, & Cooper, 2003). The concept of education in this edu-tourism context is closely related with the domain of non formal education as noted by Patterson (2017:163), that “Educational tourism lies somewhere in the middle and has been described as non-formal learning”.

The existence of educational park as one part of edu-tourism is believed to have positive value not only in terms of knowledge or specific skill enrichment but also values and cultural attitude development that are important and needed by the society (Greene, Kisida, & Daniel, 2014), or as mentioned by Matthews & Boyns (2001) as the ability to serve as a kind of abstract “hyperspace”, “imagistical”, and meaningful power. It is for those reasons that “edu-tourism” has been developed in various parts of world, such as Malaysia (Matahir & Tang, 2017; Yekinni & Yusof, 2015; Mura & Tavakoli, 2014), Philippines (Magnaye, 2019), Taiwan (Obrien & Jamnia, 2013.), China (Bai, Cai, & Zhang, 1999), and many other countries not to mention Indonesia.

In Indonesian context, this edu-tourism phenomenon can be found for instance in Yogyakarta and also in almost all of its big cities, such as Bali (Clendinning, 2016), Jakarta (Martin & Endangshih, 2018; Andisca, Harsasto, & Adnan, 2016), Solo (Priyanti, Suparno, & Sumaryoto, 2019), Semarang (Priasani, 2009), Purwokerto (Kodri, Indriastjario, & Dwiyanto, 2013), Mataram (Rahman, Singgih, & Setyaningsih, 2014), and many others.

This variety of edu-tourism existing in the society is commonly formatted as theme park (Aziz & Ariffin, 2012; Zhang & Shan, 2016), that is a place designed with a specific theme, for instance, science, adventure, futurism, international/world landmark, nature, waterpark, and history and culture (Lukas, 2008). In Indonesia, there has been a government rule concerning the management of edu-tourism mentioned in Government Act Number 10 Year 2009, Article No. 17, subsection 2 G, about Conducting Entertainment and Recreation Activity particularly Thematic Park Business.

Having the form of theme park, this type of edu-tourism is intended to be visited mainly by children starting from the age of before school to high school, that is commonly done in the form of a school activity known as study tour or field trip, that is commonly defined as a trip or visit done by students for the sake of education or to learn a particular thing (Greene, Kisida, & Bowen, 2015). One of the advantages of conducting an educational activity in the form of field trip for students is, it can be not only as a pleasure study as it is conducted together with recreation (Tan Yigitcanlar, 2013; Durado & Leite, 2013; Merritt, Kline, Crawford, Viren, & Dilworth, 2016), but also it provides various learning experiences that are more authentic-factual compared to the one conducted in the classroom (Caron & Carr-Hill, 1991; Zepke & Leach, 2006; Wong & Wong, 2009a, b; Latchem, 2014).

In Yogyakarta’s context, the edu-tourism is called Taman Pintar located in the centre of Yogyakarta municipality, particularly on Panemban Senopati Street Number 1-3 which is in the same area of some tourist destinations such as Benteng Vredeburg, Taman Budaya, Societiet Militier, and Gedung Agung. This edu-tourism combines the concepts of tourism or recreation and education as mentioned in its slogan, “Taman Pintar, Wabana Ilmu Pengetahuan”, (Taman Pintar, A place for Science) and also “Taman Pintar, Mencerdaskan dan Menyenangkan” (Taman Pintar, a place for making people smart and fun) (http://www.tamanpintar.com). Having the 1,2 hectare in wide, Taman Pintar Yogyakarta is one of the government ideas to facilitate the society’s great interest in sciences. The establishment of this edu-tourism in Yogyakarta is also influenced by its slogan as students’ town. Officially opened for public on December 16th, 2008, Taman Pintar Yogyakarta has become the most favorite place to visit with the highest number
of visitor compared to other tourism objects in Yogyakarta. As an illustration, from 2009 to 2018, the number of people visiting this edu-park reaches one million every year (https://jogjapolitan.harianjogia.com/read/2018/12/29/510/961857/pengunjung-taman-pintar-tembus-1-juta-orang).

_Taman Pintar_ Yogyakarta has a number of playground and educational areas that are divided into various zones, for instance, Playground, PAUD, Memorabilia, Planetarium, and many others with the total of 54 zones completed by more than 3,500 educational toy media (http://www.tempo.co/read/news/2012/05/13/199403585/Taman-Pintar-Yogyakarta-Dilengkapi-Wahana-Air, Tempo Interaktif, retrieved in March 2017). One of the most visited zones is the science zone that is located in _Oval-Kotak_ Building. Visitors could find many visual aids of educational sciences (http://jogja.tribunnews.com/2017/07/05/wahana-teknologi-informasi-paling-diminati-pengunjung-taman-pintar).

The main underlying question that becomes the focus of this study is the fact that in this science zone of _Taman Pintar_ Yogyakarta, there are pictures or illustration pictures of world philosophers, the founders of world sciences that are interesting to be discussed. These illustration pictures in this context are functioned as the media to provide clear educative information for children (Onwuekwe, 2012:1;Toor, 1996:31) whose development age are in the stage of being not yet capable to think of abstract things (McCleneghan & Jackson, 2019:9). For this stage, the existence of a picture is worth one thousand words (Thoo, 1998; Hittleman, 2012). The illustration pictures of those science inventors are very aesthetically displayed at _Taman Pintar_ Yogyakarta, in one of its most strategic rooms that is at the front part of the first floor of _Oval-Kotak_ Building, particularly on the wall next to the round stairs connecting the first to the second floor. The basic problem of the existence of these illustration pictures of world science inventors is the fact that all of them are from the West and not even one inventor or expert is from Eastern countries. Some of them are Nicolaus Copernicus, Sir Francis Bacon, Rene Descartes, Sir Issac Newton, Albert Einstein, and many others.

Meanwhile based on the existing historical facts, it is clearly noted that not all of the founders of world modern science and technology are from the West. Many of them are from the East. Even there were many East great advancements of science and technology together with their products of technology far before those from the West. These facts can be easily verified from the history of the appearance of East philosophy and science that has appeared before the one of the West or it can be considered as older than that of the West (Syam, 2009:75). Eastern philosophy and science, mainly those developed in the Middle East has appeared since 6000 BC (Richard, 2010; Rochberg, 2017), in di Egypt and around Tigris and Eufrat rivers starting in 5000 BC, in Palestina in around in 4000 BC, in India and China around 3000 BC (Syam, 2009:75). Meanwhile, the philosophy and science tradition considered as the oldest in Europe (Greek and Rome) were started to be known around 650 BC (Syam, 2009:75; Sacks & Murray, 1995:87; Howatson, 2013:109).

Indeed, various great advancements of science and technology historically were started from the East although in later development, some of them are consciously denied in modern sciences that tend to be biased as the results of Western hegemony.

Therefore, the phenomenon of the history of science inventions that are very biased of Western hegemony as represented in those of illustration pictures/images at _Taman Pintar_ Yogyakarta can be considered not merely as a kind of historical manipulation but at the same time also as a condition of “losing the battle” experienced culturally by Eastern nations, not to mention Indonesia. This phenomenon implies the appearance of inferiority complex spirits on Eastern nations as being under Western colonialization in the past that they tend to consider Western people superior.

This phenomenon is what Said (1979) mentioned as the postcolonial syndrome that is full of colonial mentality symptom (Decena, 2014; Belton, 2014; Rafael, 2015). One thing to be noted is that if this postcolonial problem is internalized to children who are still in the golden period of development (Bryant, 2011; Atwood &Stolorow,
2013), it will create more destructive impact towards their personality in the future.

Seen from the aesthetic point of view, the phenomenon of illustration pictures in the form of science inventors with Western bias is considered as estheticism, a kind of art works, whose value substances have been lost from truth messages and values (Whewell, 2009: 128-130), that they tend to have negative or even destructive and tragic meaning (Odin, 2016: 81; Comfort, 2008: 140).

This representation model of illustration pictures as a part of estheticism art works is naturally called an aesthetic work, which is anti-aesthetic (Foster, 2002; Madoff, 2009; Croce & Ainslie, 1995). If we refer back to substance of aesthetics from its early history that it never separates the terminology of “beauty”, “truth” and “goodness”, as mentioned by Sahakian (1963: 64), that, “The aesthetic soul, who loves truth and pursues the good”.

Regarding this background, the study of the construction of postcolonial aesthetics hegemony in the illustration picture representation at Taman Pintar Yogyakarta is very important, strategic and urgent to be conducted. Owing to the fact that Taman Pintar Yogyakarta, as mentioned earlier, is one of edu-tourism destinations for children, every kind of science representations not to mention those presented through illustration pictures in Taman Pintar Yogyakarta will play significant roles not only in terms of the Indonesian children’s science development but in terms of the existence of entity and identity of Eastern and particularly Indonesian values in the future.

In relation to that, this study focuses on two main questions, i.e. to discuss the manifestation of postcolonial aesthetic hegemony represented at illustration pictures in Taman Pintar Yogyakarta and to describe factors leading this hegemony.

The main method used in this study is naturalistic method (Lapan, Quartaroli, & Riemer, 2011), with hermeneutic approach that focuses on activities on making interpretations (Laverty, 2003). The main instrument is the researcher himself (Brown & Baker, 2007: 71). Then, the data analysis technique used is descriptive qualitative particularly the interactive model proposed by Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña (2013).

The Manifestation of Postcolonial Aesthetic Hegemony Represented at Illustration Pictures in Taman Pintar Yogyakarta

The representation of postcolonial aesthetic hegemony in illustration pictures in Taman Pintar Yogyakarta can be identified at Oval-Kotak Building that serves as the science zone, an area to learn sciences, particularly natural sciences. The illustration works found are in the form of pictures of the inventors of modern science inventors coming from the West. The illustration pictures of those important people in the advancement of modern science are placed or displayed in the main room next to the entrance area containing a big aquarium with a collection of scarce fish and an area of ancient culture and life. This main room used to display those illustration pictures can be said to be the most strategic one. It is located in the first floor and it is designed similar to the design of the main lobby. This room is also the largest one that those illustration pictures are clearly seen and dominantly fill the room.

The illustration pictures are displayed on the wall of that room that is on the right side of the round stairs, the one connecting the room with the upper room. It implies that all of the modern sciences display existing in the entire second floor and the other floors of the building are mainly based on

![Figure 1. The Display of the Illustration Pictures on the wall of the Main Room of Oval-Kotak Building at Taman Pintar Yogyakarta. (Source: A Photo by Kasiyan)](image-url)
the inventions of theories done by those of science inventors whose figures displayed in the first floor. The following is a figure showing the display of the illustration pictures of the Oval-Kotak Building in Taman Pintar Yogyakarta.

Figure 1 shows the display of 6 Western scientists, namely Stephen William Hawking, Albert Einstein, Sir Isaac Newton, René Descartes, Sir Francis Bacon, and Nicolaus Copernicus. Each picture displays the figure of each scientist in the middle of the display accompanied by a certain note. The note includes four things. The first is the identity name of the scientist written in capital letters with the biggest size and placed on top of the picture. The second note is about the identity of the great theory the scientist has found. This note is placed underneath the scientist’s name. The third note is a brief biography of the scientist covering the place and date of his birth and death, and the reason why the person becomes famous. This note is placed in the left side of the pictures and written with a relatively smaller letters. Meanwhile, the forth note is the text about the substance of the theory he/she has found, which is written in a bi-lingual (English and Indonesian language) text and placed underneath the scientist’s picture taking the half page of the display plane. The following is the display of the postcolonial aesthetic hegemony represented in illustration pictures at Taman Pintar Yogyakarta as mentioned earlier.

Figure 2 shows the figure of Stephen W. Hawking, as one of well-known Western scientists. It is seen that under the picture of the scientist, there is a note underneath his name saying that “The Brief History of Time”. On the right side of the picture, there is a note about his birthday in Oxford, England, on January 8th, 1942. There is also a brief narration of what has made him a famous person that is because of the black hole theory, cosmology theory and quantum gravity theory. Beside the picture, it is written a rather longer sentence saying that: “The Big Bang theory or the big bang says that the universe originated from a massive explosion 15 (fifteen) million years ago. It has broken down the classic Physics theory which says that that the universe has neither beginning nor ending.” His discovery strengthens the modern Physic paradigm. One of the most important things about Hawkings’ theory is the fact that it has made science to get closer to the humans’ understanding about the nature of the Creator.
Figure 3 shows the figure of Albert Einstein. Underneath his name which is written on the very top of the illustration picture, it is written Relativity Theory, as his finding. On the right side of his picture, a brief biography of his the scientist is written, covering the information that he was born in Württemberg, Germany on March 14\textsuperscript{th}, 1879 and died in the United States on April 18\textsuperscript{th}, 1955. Then, in the middle of the illustration, there is a text saying “It is fury theory and people did not believe in it (Relativity Theory) until the atomic bombs swept away Hiroshima and Nagasaki with $E=mc^2$ formula. Einstein proves that changing a little part of thungs create a massive mount of energy”.

Figure 4 shows the figure of Sir Isaac Newton. Underneath the illustration picture, there is a note saying Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica. It is actually his book published in 1687 and is considered as the most influential book throughout the history of science. There is also a brief note about him. It is written that he was born in Woolsthorpe England on December 25\textsuperscript{th}, 1642 and died in Kensington, London, England on March 20\textsuperscript{th}, 1727. It is also mentioned the reason why he became famous. It is written that he is well-known for his theories of light refraction, earth gravitation, Newton mechanics, infinitive number calculus, classical optic, and many other. On the other part it is written a longer text saying, “When a ripped apple down from its tree, it is an ordinary and unquestionable event for us all. But in fact, it meant something for Isaac Newton. The simple event became an inspiration for him to discover a huge meaningful doscovery and changed our point of view about universe”.

Figure 5 shows the figure of René Descartes (Cartesius), and underneath his name, it is written a short note of Cogito Ergo Sum. Then, there is an additional note talking about his brief biography. It is written that he was born in La Haye, Perancis, on March 31, 1596 and died in Stockholm, Sweden, on February 1650. It is written that he is known as the Father of Modern Philosophy, the Father of Modern Math, Methods of doubt, Cartesian coordinate. There is a summary of his theory saying that, “Mathematics is the essence of pure reason. He theorizes that the correct could be verified and tracked down though sense. He suggested that is to
find the real truth, we have to start a plain and a clean step without any prejudice by Method of doubt”.

Figure 6 shows the figure of Sir Francis Bacon. Underneath his picture, a short note is written saying that Novum Organum. The picture is also completed by a brief biography about the scientist. He was born in York House Strand, London, England on January 22nd 1561 and died in St Alban on April 9th, 1626. There is also an additional note talking about the reason why he became famous. It is written that he is famous for his scientific method. It is followed by a longer explanation about his theory saying that, “Science is not turning point and not taking any conclusion from it, but science is a circle point. People have to observe it to understand the world. First, collect facts, then take the conclusion form the facts by logical inductive argumentation. A kind of method that changes the former science paradigm known as Scientific Method”.

Figure 7 shows the figure of Nicolaus Copernicus, and a brief biography about him. It is written that he was born in Torun Royal, Prussia, Poland on February 19th, 1473 and died in Frambork, Wermia, Ermeland, Poland on May 24th, 1543. He is famous for the first modern formulation of the Heliocentric Theory of the Solar System. It is written, “Earth spins of its axis. Moon rotates around the sun and the earth. And the other planets rotate around the sun. Although the calculation is not quite exact in surrounding sun planets rotate scale, it has broken the geocentric paradigm (classic comprehension that says the earth is the center of solar system with the heliocentric paradigm. The comprehension that the sun is the center of solar system). The Copernicus theory has renewed our concept about space and also has changed the human race philosophy view point”.

Those are the discussions of the display of the illustration pictures found in Taman Pintar Yogyakarta that become one of the focuses of the discussion through out this writing. The underlying reason of the discussion lies on the fact that the use of those illustration pictures portrays a question, a problem. The problem has nothing to do with the existence of those scientists but rather to the representation that shows Western hegemony. The fact that not all of the world great scientists coming from the West and there are plenty of them coming from the East are not discussed. There is
not even a single picture showing a scientist from Eastern countries. Although the findings of the Eastern scientist are said to come earlier than the Western ones, but still there is not even a single picture discussing and providing a brief explanation about an Eastern scientist together with his/her short biography as well as his finding theory.

It is very classical that the history of science and culture has not always talked about the truth (Krupat, 2010:74), as it is always related to political constellation and interest to get the power (Carter, Morris, & Nicholas, 2004:143). Therefore, there are many historical manipulations not to mention the history of science and culture done by the winner as mentioned by Reading (2013) that, “The winners in history usually hide what is inconvenient to them, or manipulate the truth to suit the scale of their ambitions”. In the discussion of postcolonial context, the winners are the West and conversely the losers are the East.

Take for instance, the history of printed machine, it is mentioned in almost all of the writing that it came from the West and was found by a German scientist named Gutenberg in 1450-s (Gunaratne, 2001; Dittmar, 2015). In fact, the printed technology had been earlier found in the East, particularly in China in the 11st century or around 450 years before Gutenberg found that, by a scientist named Bi Sheng (990–1051) in the era of Song Dinasty (Teresi, 2005: 123; Hansen, 2010: 341). Then, it is also the case in the invention of historiography and sociology that is considered found by Western scientists called Machiaveli and Comte (Stolley, 2005; Soyer, 2010). In fact it was developed by an Eastern scientist called Ibn Khaldün (Ki-Zerbo, 1990; Alatas, 2010:3) far before that. There is also an Eastern scientist called Ibn Sina who has rarely been mentioned in the Western modern medical history, although his book entitled *A-Qanun fi-Tibb* as mentioned by Sir Rhomas Arnold & Alfred Guillaume in his book *The Legacy of Islam* published by Oxford University Press (1952), has been used as the main reference in European universities for more than 700 years up to the 17th century (Nasution, 1992: 197).

There are also many Eastern scientists who have great contribution in the advancement of world science and technology but their existence and contribution have been negated.

In Indonesian context, there are also many figures that seem to be having such great contribution and theory as the Western figures. They have proposed authentic ideas and given so many inheritances and masterpieces in the science, culture and arts that spread out throughout the entire country, Indonesia, such as *batik, wayang* (the leather puppets), *gamelan, keris, Borobudur* and *Prambanan* temples, and many others. The masterpieces have been in this country for thousands of years and even nowadays have been not only Indonesian belonging but also have been verified by the United Nations as the world heritage. These masterpieces had been in this country far before it met the Western science and culture. It was in the era of pre-Indonesia known as *Nusantara*. It is widely known that it was not until the 16th century that *Nusantara* met the West (Frengs, 2017: 22; Paine, 2014; West, 2010: 944), while the advancements of those masterpieces had occurred thousands years before that.

But once again, it is not considered representative to be considered as a great narration in the civilization that is equal to the West. This phenomenon is a kind of losing the battle in the cultural constellation that is not supposed to be transformed and internalized to young generations that are going to be the next generations of this country in the future.

On the other hand, this phenomenon is a kind of missing link and misfortune that it has never been truly objective even free from values (Eekels, 2007; Liebafsky, 2016). The same thing happened in arts and aesthetics. They have never been free from values (Vuyk, 2010), as represented by the illustration pictures depicted at *Taman Pintar* Yogyakarta. Every work of arts and cultural representation needs to cover the importance of finding any possibilities to present values particularly for the sake of their own cultural well being, not to mention in Indonesian contemporary arts (Nugroho & Himawan, 2014). This construction of thought is the one later called the “aesthetic pedagogy” (Handayani & Emilda, 2018) or in Dewey’s concept (Pugh & Girod, 2017;
Light & Smith, 2005) is called “transformative aesthetic”.

Factors Leading to the Strong Hegemony of Postcolonial Aesthetics Represented in Illustration Pictures at Taman Pintar Yogyakarta

The question of the strong aesthetic hegemony of Western values as represented in illustration pictures at Taman Pintar Yogyakarta, as mentioned earlier is the result of a complex factor.

Looking carefully to the phenomenon, it is clearly seen that this particular discourse has something to do with the postcolonial burden that remains suffered by Indonesian people though this country has proclaimed its independence in 1945. In postcolonial context, the independence of a nation is a statement of de yure dictum that is often difficult to be verified in the de facto level, and what really exists is what is so called pseudo-independence (Kalu & Falola, 2019: 261; Victor & Ndii, 2018: 132).

In other words, it can be stated that the postcolonial era is still going on with a different type of colonization process. It is in the form of substance with its persuasive way by means of science rather than physical colonization with its coercive way (Chafer, 2002: 20; Baker & Saldanha, 2009: 200). But, one thing to be sure that naturally the basic character remains the same. Both the former and the later type of colonization are very destructive. There is always the problem of inequalities. The existence of two opposite sides of the colonized and the colonizer together with all of the unequal dialectic construction between the inferior and superior sides with all of the big narration remains the same.

Therefore, the problem of Western superiority and the Eastern inferiority, not to mention the one that happened in Indonesia, is similar to the typical prototype of colonization that happened in the past during the physical colonization. In the context of this study, this phenomenon can be clearly verified from the illustration pictures found at Taman Pintar Yogyakarta, that all of them show Western scientist figures without accompanying even by a single picture of the one from the Eastern countries including the one from this country, Indonesia. Although there have been adequate historical evidence and facts concerning that phenomenon. It is supposed to be different. There are many scientists from Eastern countries having great findings and theories, not to mention those from Indonesia have the equal capacity as those of the Western. These Eastern scientists have given significant contribution with their best thoughts for the sake of constructing the modern and future science. Looking at the historical evidence and facts, it is not excessive to say that it is the Eastern scientists who put the foundation of sciences before the Western developed them at the end.

Looking back to this phenomenon carefully, it is clearly right that an historian Onghokham (2009: 163) states that the independent statement of Western ex-colonialized nations, such as Indonesia, basically means a statement of separation in terms of physical condition from of its main country, that is the West, that in Javanese term called palihan nagari (scheuring van het rijk), but the whole cultural awareness and structure remains the same as the previous condition, the condition of being colonialized.

Conclusion

In line with the research findings and discussions provided in the previous sub section, some conclusions could be drawn as the following. First, there is a representation of postcolonial aesthetic hegemony in illustration pictures at Taman Pintar Yogyakarta. This representation is in the form of illustration pictures of world science figures coming from the Western countries. The scientists are Nicolaus Copernicus, Sir Francis Bacon, Rene Descartes, Sir Issac Newton, Albert Einstein, and Stephen William Hawking. Meanwhile, there is not even a single picture showing a picture of an Eastern scientist. In fact, there are many inventions and theories that were found by Eastern scientists. Many historical evidence and facts even have shown that the development of philosophy and science has earlier come into being in the Eastern countries than in the Western ones. This phenomenon is a kind of losing the battle in the cultural constellation that is not supposed to be transformed and internalized.
to young generations that are going to be the next generations of this country in the future.

Second, the factor leading to the representation of the strong construction of Western hegemony in the illustration pictures at Taman Pintar Yogyakarta is mainly related to the postcolonial burden of this country. This country has suffered from this postcolonial burden for a long time in its entire cultural aspects that is represented in the form of various expressions of Western superiority and Eastern inferiority together with its great narration. It is truly a cultural misfortune that imperatively needs to be enlightened immediately. Some strategies need to be applied to get a cultural enlightenment for this country. One of the strategies that can be done is by constructing and developing a critical awareness in every cultural and art work, by means of what is so called “aesthetics pedagogy” or in Dewey’s concept is called “transformative aesthetics” or “aesthetics battle”.
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